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Nobel Prize
Bertie Carvajal, in memory of Karl Kilian
Anne and Albert Chao
Consuelo Dunne-Danner
Kristina and Jeff Fort
Debbie Gary
Nicole and Evan H. Katz
Louisa Studt Sarofim, in memory of Karl Kilian
Michelle and Robi Varma

Booker Prize
Robin Angly and Miles Smith
Canadice Baggett and Ethan Restrepo, in memory of Karl Kilian
Karen and Mike Britsch
Victoria and Mike Hobertz
Chantal John and Eddie Allen
Kathryn Kase and Jeff Cohen
Sabria and Kevin Lewis
Mark Family Foundation
Rebecca McDonald
Carolyn Roch and Matt Henneman
Karen Rosa and Jim King, in memory of Karl Kilian
Brittany Sakowitz and Kevin Kushner
Barbara and Louis Sklar, in honor of Marilyn Jones
Doreen Stoller and Dan Pierre
Nina and Michael Zilkha,
in memory of Glenn Cambor

Pulitzer Prize
Karen and Charlie Baughn
Susie Bowen Tucker/Jack and Annis Bowen Foundation
Karen and Mike Britsch
Victoria and Mike Hobertz
Chantal John and Eddie Allen
Kathryn Kase and Jeff Cohen
Sabria and Kevin Lewis
Mark Family Foundation
Rebecca McDonald
Carolyn Roch and Matt Henneman
Karen Rosa and Jim King, in memory of Karl Kilian
Brittany Sakowitz and Kevin Kushner
Barbara and Louis Sklar, in memory of Glenn Cambor and Karl Kilian
Doreen Stoller and Dan Pierre
Nina and Michael Zilkha,
in memory of Glenn Cambor

National Book Award
Alyne Assanto
Grant Burkus
Chaoesch Family Giving Fund
Sarah and Will Choi
Nicole Clark
Mary S. and Jack Dawson
Zeina Fares
Burt and David Fishel
Rebecca Grant, in memory of Michael Alden Grant
Jessica Greenbaum, in memory of Karl Kilian
Sheila Heimbinder
Pablo Hernandez and Romaneza Schlimm-Tophoff
Laurel and David Isak
Sue and Harry Johnson
Caroline Kerr and Andy Luk
Elizabeth and Albert Kidd
Kate Kitchen and Paul Kovach, in memory of Karl Kilian
Harriet and Truett Latimer
Cindy Levit
Misty and Serena Matts, in memory of Karl Kilian
Patricia McEnery and Jack Fletcher
Morgan and Brad Mossley
Marilyn Osimson
Kate Padden and Rick Evans
Lesley Schlumberger, in memory of Karl Kilian
Hinda Simon
Molly and Coert Voorhees
Lois Zamora, in honor of Juan McKiernan

Bestseller
Coble Armstrong
Mary and Marcel Barone
Katharine B. Barthelmie, in memory of Glenn Cambor
Christine Bourget and Andrew Zippers
Bridge Bray
Carolyn Russell Brock and Glen Brock
Suzanne and Travis Brosechke, in memory of Karl Kilian
Robin and Dick Brooks, in memory of Karl Kilian
Cynthia Chadwick Burns
Paige Carthern
Julie Cohn and John Conner, in memory of Michael Grant
Leslie and Justin Cronin
Claire Doyle
Nancy Dunlap
Annette and John Eldridge
Randi Faust and Carl Herman
Barbara Friedman, in honor of Rich Lay
Eleanor and Dan Gillman
Elizabeth Glassman, in memory of Karl Kilian
Nonna and Jonathan Grenader
Madeleine Gallut Hussey, in honor of Juan McKiernan
Eloise and Harry Jones
Ann and Thomas Kelley
Douglas L. Lawing
Karen and Seth Lerner, in honor of Marcia West
Victoria H. Lightman
Amanda Osterhout
Christina Petersen and John Duboise
Macey and Harry Reasoner
Shirley Rose

Doctia and John Radley
Sandi Stromberg and Bill Turner, in memory of Paul Orentola
Nancy and Peter Thompson
Emily Leland Todd, in memory of Karl Kilian
Molly and Coert Voorhees
Aline and Collie Wilson, in memory of Glenn Cambor and Karl Kilian

Manuscript
Martlyn Bailey and Robert Philpott, in memory of Karl Kilian
Jeanne and Paul Blanchard
Eugenia and David Blomstrom
Ingrid Osborn Bond
Cheryl and Ed Buckharm
Barbara Chupik, in memory of Karl Kilian
Virginia Clarkson and Mark Ryan, in honor of Marilyn Jones
Carolyn Dalil and Thomas Perry
Donna Drennen
Sarah Ellenweg and Scott McGill
Kristen Flack and Kyle Corr
Diana Garza and Peter McLaughlin
James Howard Gibbons
Susan and Robert Hawkins, in honor of Karl Kilian
Sheryl Kolatsinski
Yvonne Meyer, in memory of V. Olivia Jane Vaughan
Bob Milbraith
Marynne Miller, in memory of Mickey Rastrep
Evelyn and Roy Noden
Mary Anne Placentini and Dresel Turner, in memory of Karl Kilian
Mark Picas
Lenos and John Reed, in memory of Karl Kilian
Sally and Charles Roberts
Regina Rogers, in honor of Marc Grossberg
Sarah Rothenberg and Robert Azencott
David Ruiz
Bobbi Samuel, in memory of Glenn Cambor
Varsha Saraiya-Shah
Karen Schneider
Bryan Sermon
Deborah Selden and Bruce Penny, in honor of Lois Zamora
Michelle and Cliff Shed
Laura Sheehan
Denise Strassos, in memory of Glenn Cambor
David Toikk, in memory of Karl Kilian
Laura Torres
Eillee and Jon Totz
Rebecca and Mark Udden
Jara and D. Dayton Voorhees, in honor of Coert Voorhees
Gayle and Steve Waldman, in memory of Glenn Cambor
Kim and Robert West
Anna Wingfield
Jwire Creative

Self-published
Margaret and Francisco Aviles
Sara and Sam Block
Sandra and Sam Block
Susan Duffield

3Wire Creative
Anna Wingfield
Kim and Robert West
Marc Grossberg
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Marianne Malina, in memory of Karl Kilian
Maria Merrill
Susan and Charles Osterberg

Micki Perit
Shelley and Jim Rice

Marsha and Lionel Schooler
Anne Tucker and Robert Morris, in memory of Glenn Cambor